Half the carbon, half the cost

Copper melter: important safety information
1) Use a weak flame only and experiment with the least temperature
needed to melt your hole
2) Do not heat the melter any more than absolutely necessary to melt
plastic: if too hot, it could start a fire
3) When the hole has been melted, extinguish all naked flames before
pouring toner (toner can form an explosive dust-air mixture when
suspended in air)
4) Have fire-extinguishing equipment ready
5) Use only in a work area free from flammable materials
6) Wear heat-resistant gloves
7) Take precautions to protect all body parts from burns
8) Use safety goggles to protect the eyes
9) Consider the ventilation of the space you will do the melting in
10) Have an incombustible, safe resting place for the melter when hot
11) Allow to cool naturally, do not plunge hot melter into cold water or
liquids
12) Do not heat the jaws of the tool you use to hold the melter
13) Only to be used by a competent, risk-aware adult
14) Consider the risks posed by the tool you choose to hold the copper melter with, which include - but
are not limited to - issues such as ...
Is it resistant enough to heat?
Does it grip strongly enough?
Could it conduct too much heat to your hand?
Could it become brittle?
15) Perform your own risk assessment: the onus is on you to evaluate the ultimate degree of risk
16) If your risk assessment leads you to abandon going ahead, return this and any unused products for a
full refund

Legal Notice
U Refill Toner Ltd. has made strident efforts to foresee possible sources of personal injury and detail them in
this document. However, it is foreseeable that all safety information is, in essence, incomplete and subject
to change and revision in the light of experience that is, as yet, unknown. You must therefore use your own
judgement in evaluating the potential risks posed by refilling your toner cartridge - howsoever achieved including the possible incompleteness or inaccuracy of currently conceived foreseeable risks.
U Refill Toner Ltd. gives no warranties, neither explicit nor implicit as to the completeness or accuracy of
any information offered nor the ultimate safety of refilling toner cartridges in any manner described or
suggested nor the ultimate safety or hazardousness of products supplied by U Refill Toner Ltd.
It is the user's responsibility to determine the suitability of this information for the adoption of necessary
safety precautions and / or compliance with local laws and regulations.
The onus is on the purchaser to evaluate all possible risk, including the possible incompleteness or
inaccuracy of currently available information, and by proceeding to use the copper melter or other refill
products, the purchaser thereby assumes all risk of peril or injury howsoever arising.
If you the purchaser decide not to go ahead with refilling for whatever reason, simply return the product or
products to U Refill Toner Ltd and we will cheerfully refund your money. Your statutory rights are
unaffected.
Our electric melting tool was ditched in 2019 in favour of
the "copper melter". It has a dramatically smaller carbon
and resources footprint in its production, transport and
use.
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